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Abstract

In the two correlatedB meson decay experiment we propose to measure intensities relating CP eigenstate (J/ψKS,L)
decays onboth sides, which will be measurable in future upgrades of KEK and PEP. As a CP-forbidden transition, we
I (J/ψKS,J/ψKS,�t) ∼ sin2(2β). We calculate in a model independent way all the possible intensities relating fin
and flavour eigenstate decays. Under CPT-invariance, the asymmetries for processes related by CP�t vanish for�Γ = 0 and
measure�Γ linearly. We notice the impossibility to isolate the sign of cos(2β) without an independent knowledge of the si
of �Γ . This exhaustion of the possible golden plate and flavour decays provides new observables which may throw lig
present understanding of CKM physics.
 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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1. CP violation is currently the focus of a gre
deal of attention. It has been established in the n
tral kaon system, both for mixing and decay [1], a
in the neutralB-meson system [2]. To the measur
ment of sin(2β) with better and better precision [3
whereβ is the CP-phase between the top and ch
sides of the(b–d) unitarity triangle [4], recent analy
ses have moved to a more general framework to
tract the lifetime difference and CPT- and T-violati
parameters [5]. To within the experimental sensi
ity, the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) mec
anism [6] of the Standard Model is verified. In th
description, all the CP-violating observables depe
on a unique phase in the quark mixing matrix, g
ing beyond each neutral meson system. Any inc
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sistency between two independent determination
the CKM-phase is an indication for new physics.
side theB-meson system, an experimental determi
tion of the CP-phaseγ , whereγ is the angle betwee
the up and charm sides of the(b–d) unitarity triangle,
would be crucial in this respect. There is at pres
an intense effort [7] to search for the appropriate
cay channels leading to a good determination ofγ . A
non-vanishing value of bothβ andγ will again prove
CP-violation in mixing and decay for theB-system.

The search of new physics in CP-violating obse
ables is reinforced by the following two main re
sons: (i) the dynamic generation of baryonic asy
metry in the Universe [8] requires a magnitude of
violation stronger than that provided by the Stand
Model; (ii) essentially all extensions of the Standa
Model introduce new sectors with additional sourc
of CP-phases, for example, in supersymmetry
With an eye to these motivations, we study in t
 license.
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present Letter the correlated decays of the neutraB-
mesons into CP eigenstates in a general framew
We will compare thetime-dependent intensities as-
sociated with decays to CP eigenstatesin both sides
with those for flavour-CP and flavour–flavour eige
states in order to look for new characteristic effe
and regularities. Needless to say, the observatio
CP–CP decays, like(J/ψKS,J/ψKS), is highly de-
manding in statistics: upgraded facilities, like the s
perB-factories [10], would be needed. This Letter
lows therefore to close the circle for correlated d
cays into flavour and CP-eigenstates in the spirit of
theoretical study of Ref. [11] where the CP-tag w
introduced. This motivated the experimental ana
sis of Ref. [5]. The present results include the
fect of the lifetime difference�Γ in first order, com-
patible with Reε �= 0, whereε is the CP-mixing in
the effective Hamiltonian. Time-integrated intensit
for these decays into CP–CP eigenstates were co
ered by Wolfenstein [12] and Gavela et al. [13] a
test of the superweak model for CP violation. Tim
ordered correlated decays have also been consid
in Ref. [14] to test CPT invariance. Methods to e
tract �Γ have been considered [11,15] from tim
dependent and time-independent measurements.
tag decays have been also proposed [16] to extracγ .

2. In field theory a symmetry operation is on
well defined if the corresponding transformation
spects the whole Hamiltonian. If the considered
eration is not a good symmetry of the problem, th
is no well defined transformation. Instead, there
infinite transformations of the chosen type, none
them leaving the Hamiltonian invariant. Regarding
operation, the invariance requirement for strong a
electromagnetic terms is not enough to completely
the transformation, some phases still remain unde
mined. Although this phase freedom is irrelevant
interactions mediated by neutral currents, it affects
charged weak currents: there is no choice of the
operator that leaves the Hamiltonian invariant. In a
case, with no charged currents being taken into
count, there will be two diagonal matricesθ and θ ′
for up and down quarks which remain undetermine

As it can be easily seen once the gauge symm
has been spontaneously broken and the weak b
changed to the physical basis, the CP operators a
-

d

-

the physical quarks fields in the following way,

(1)q ′
j (�x, t) CP→ e

2iθ ′
j γ0Cq̄ ′T

j (−�x, t),
(2)q̄ ′

j (�x, t) CP→ −q ′T
j (−�x, t)C−1γ0e

−2iθ ′
j ,

(j = d, s, b), whereC is a unitary 4× 4 matrix satis-
fying the conditionC−1γµC = −γ Tµ , usually taken to
beC = iγ 2γ 0. (In the notation we follow, similar re
lations hold for the up sector but with no primes in t
q ’s nor in theθ ’s.) Therefore, we say that the CP o
erator is defined up to two diagonal matricesθ andθ ′,
each of them containing the phase angles which e
into the transformation through Eqs. (1) and (2). No
with this natural incorporation ofθ andθ ′, we have a
whole family of operators,CPθθ ′ , which leave invari-
ant the Hamiltonian without the charged current te
i.e.

(3)
[
CPθθ ′ ,H −Hcc

] = 0, ∀(θ, θ ′),

wherecc stands for charged currents.
If we want to extend this CP symmetry to th

charged current term, due to the existence of the th
family CKM matrix, there is no possible choice ofθ
andθ ′ which leaves also invariant the whole charg
current Hamiltonian. There are, however, differe
choices ofθ and θ ′ which leave invariant differen
pieces ofHcc.

If there is aB-decay into a CP-eigenstate, like t
golden plate decayJ/ψKS,L, let δHA be the specific
Hermitian piece of the Hamiltonian responsible of t
decay. In the caseδHA contains a single definite wea
phase, there is a choice of the CP operatorCPθθ ′ ≡
CPA such that[δHA,CPA] = 0. With a well defined
CPA operator, we obtain theCPA eigenstates as

|B±A〉 ≡ 1√
2

(∣∣B0〉 ± CPA
∣∣B0〉),

(4)CPA|B±A〉 = ±|B±A〉.
Then the decays governed byδHA conserveCPA.

The explicit phasesθ andθ ′ that leaveδHA invari-
ant for the golden plate decay are easily found.
work to O(λ4) in the quark mixing matrix, whereλ
refers to the Wolfenstein notation [19] which inco
porates the experimental hierarchy among families
this way, CP violation in theK-system is neglecte
andJ/ψKS,L are CP eigenstates. The tree level
cay amplitude forB0 → J/ψK0 and B̄0 → J/ψK̄0
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is left invariant ifθ ′
b–θ

′
s is chosen as

(5)ei(θ
′
b−θ ′

s ) ≡ VcsV
∗
cb

|VcsV ∗
cb|
.

Similarly, theK-mixing effective Hamiltonian leading
toKS,L is left invariant for

(6)ei(θ
′
s−θ ′

d ) ≡ VcdV
∗
cs

|VcdV ∗
cs |

∣∣∣∣
O(λ4)

.

As a consequence, due to the cyclic relation, theθ ’s
difference that corresponds to theb–d sector become

(7)ei(θ
′
b−θ ′

d) = VcdV
∗
cb

|VcdV ∗
cb|

∣∣∣∣
O(λ4)

.

The charm side of theb–d unitarity triangle defines
thus, toO(λ4), the CPA-conserving direction, wher
A is associated with the phase choice of Eq. (51

We notice the rephasing covariance of Eqs. (5)–
with well defined transformation as the direction of t
sides of the unitary triangles.

3. In a B factory operating at theΥ (4S) peak,
correlated pairs ofB mesons are produced. Due
Bose statistics requirements and the intrinsic spin
theΥ (4S), the initial state may be written in the cent
of mass as

(8)

|i〉 = 1√
2

(∣∣B0(−�k), B̄0(�k)〉 − ∣∣B̄0(−�k),B0(�k)〉),
where the Hilbert space is assumed to be the di
product of two singleB Hilbert spaces. Suppose th
there is a first decay toX. This acts as a filter in
the quantum mechanical sense, such that the se
B-meson is projected into

(9)|BX̄〉 = 1√
2

[〈
X

∣∣B0〉∣∣B̄0〉 − 〈
X

∣∣B̄0〉∣∣B0〉]
which satisfies〈X|BX̄〉 = 0, as required by Bos
statistics. Of course, if the decay productX is flavour
specific, we have a flavour tag and we can estab

1 Descending toO(λ3), the phase choice of Eq. (5) not on
leads toδHA invariant but the entire HamiltonianHb−s for theb–s
sector is left invariant, i.e., theb–s unitarity triangle collapses to
line. In that case, Eq. (7) defines the CP-conserving direction
to orderλ3 for the CP-violatingb–d triangle.
by the conservation law which was the complement
first state|BX〉 decaying toX. Similarly, if X is a CP-
eigenstate like the golden plate decays, we have
in last section that theCPA-eigenstatesB±A are well
defined. In this case, we can rewrite the correlated s
|i〉 as

|i〉 = 1√
2

(∣∣B−A(−�k),B+A(�k)
〉

(10)− ∣∣B+A(−�k),B−A(�k)
〉)
.

As a consequence, the prepared projected state|BX̄〉
from a first J/ψKS decay is|B+A〉, whereas it is
|B−A〉 for a J/ψKL decay. The decay provides
CPA-tag. The conservation ofCPA in the decay also
defines the fatherB-meson,|BX〉, in the decay.

4. As is well known, the time evolution of th
B-meson states is governed by the mass eigenst
Assuming CPT invariance the mass eigenstates
written(
BL
BH

)
= 1√

1+ |ε|2
(

1 ε

ε 1

)(
B+A
B−A

)

= 1√
2(1+ |ε|2)

(
1+ ε 1− ε
1+ ε −1+ ε

)

(11)×
(

B0

CPAB0

)
,

where of courseε depends on the definition ofCPA.
The time evolution of the mass eigenstates is

(12)U(�t)|BL,H 〉 = e−iµL,H�t |BL,H 〉,
whereµk =mk − i

2Γk.
The relationship between thisε-rephasing invari-

ant picture and the common used notation of
λ-parameter [20] of mixing times decay is qu
simple. With q/p defining the mixing between th
rephasing-variantB0, B̄0 andA = 〈fCP|δHA|B0〉 the
decay amplitude, the value ofλ is

(13)λ= q

p

Ā
A = rephasing invariant quantity.

Taking into account the invariance ofδHA underCPA,
one gets the connection

(14)±λ= 1− ε
1+ ε = −

√
H21CP12

H12CP∗ ,

12
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where the sign depends on the final CP-eigenstate
CP12 ≡ 〈B0|CPA|B̄0〉. The ε-picture reduces the C
violation to transitions between well defined neut
B-meson states.

Using Eq. (14), the choice ofCPA in Eq. (7) and
the top-quark dominance in the mixing, theε-value in
the Standard Model is

(15)sin(2β)= − 2 Imε

1+ |ε|2 ,

(16)cos(2β)= −1− |ε|2
1+ |ε|2 ,

where β is the well-known CP-phase between t
top and charm sides of theb–d unitary triangle,

β = arg
(−VcdV

∗
cb

VtdV
∗
tb

)
. The sign connection of Eq. (16

depends on theε definition in Eq. (11).

5. We now proceed to describe the experimen
variable to be measured in a correlatedB meson de-
cay, the intensity [17]. Under the assumption of
initial state as in Eq. (8) the probability density
having a decay intoX with momentum−�k at t = t1
and a decay intoY with momentum�k at t = t2 > t1
is |〈X,Y |U(t1) ⊗ U(t2)|i〉|2; U(t) being the (non-
unitary) evolution operator that corresponds to a s
gle B meson. Since the important experimental va
able is�t = t2 − t1 we define the so-called intensit
I (X,Y,�t)= �t-variable probability density of hav
ing anX decay and, after a time�t , aY decay on the
other side. After performing a change of variables
�t andt1 and integrating int1 it results

(17)

I (X,Y,�t)=
∞∫

0

dt1
∣∣〈X,Y |U(t1)⊗U(�t + t1)|i〉

∣∣2.
In order to solve this integral we reason as follows.
t = t1, when the first decay toX, if X is a flavour or
golden plate decay then we know that the decay co
from a|BX〉. The projected remaining state is|BX̄〉. In
this way the only appearance of the variablet1 will
be in the attenuation of the norm of the state due
the elapsed time since the creation of theB-mesons.
Therefore, we may rewrite the integral in Eq. (17) a
solve it as follows
I (X,Y,�t)

=
∞∫

0

dt1 e
−2Γ̄ t1

∣∣〈X,Y |1⊗U(�t)|BX,BX̄〉∣∣2

(18)= 1

2Γ̄
|AX|2|AY |2∣∣TBYBX̄ (�t)∣∣2.

Here Γ̄ is the average width ofB-mesons, and
TBYBX̄ (�t)= 〈BY |U(�t)|BX̄〉 is the transition ampli-
tude in the mixing of the corresponding states. Not
that in writing Eq. (18) we have assumed a conse
tion law in theY decay, id est, it may be flavour o
golden plate decay. In this way we have transform
the integral expression of Eq. (17) in the explicit res
of Eq. (18) in terms of aB-meson transition, develop
ing a powerful tool for the calculation of intensities.

We now proceed to write down the intensities
all possible experiments concerning CP and flav
decays. In so doing, we assume CPT-invariance.
general expression for the intensity reads (�m =
mH −mL and�Γ = ΓL −ΓH )

I (X,Y,�t)

= 1

4

e−Γ̄ �t

Γ̄
|AX|2|AY |2

(19)

×
{
a cosh

(
�Γ�t

2

)
+ b cos(�m�t)

+ c sinh

(
�Γ�t

2

)
+ d sin(�m�t)

}
.

The coefficients are easily calculated using Eq. (
once theTij (�t) are computed using the time evol
tion of the mass eigenstates. For the sake of clarity
write the bracket expression valid up to first order
�Γ . In this expansion, one has

(20)
Reε

1+ |ε|2 ∝ Im(Γ12/M12)

which is proportional to�Γ , so that we parametriz
Reε

1+|ε|2 ≡ x�Γ . On the contrary, Imε contains�Γ -
independent contributions and�Γ -corrections, but
an explicit expansion is not needed. In Eq. (1
we approximate cosh(�Γ2 �t) ≈ 1, sinh(�Γ2 �t) ≈
�Γ
2 �t , and keep only first order terms in Reε in

the coefficientsa, b and d , and zeroth order in th
coefficientc. In this way for the flavour–flavour an
CP-flavour decays, they read as in Tables 1 and 2.
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al decay
nts for the
Table 1
Correlated dilepton decays, described by flavour–flavour transitions. The notation is self evident, the first row indicates the two fin
products, the second row shows the one meson transition that happens in the mixing; the remaining four rows are the coefficie
respective intensity, see Eq. (19)

Decays (l+, l+) (l−, l−) (l+, l−) (l−, l+)
Transition (B2,B1) (B1,B2) (B2,B2) (B1,B1)

a 1+ 4 Reε
1+|ε|2 1− 4 Reε

1+|ε|2 1 1

b −(
1+ 4 Reε

1+|ε|2
) −(

1− 4 Reε
1+|ε|2

)
1 1

c 0 0 0 0

d 0 0 0 0

Table 2
Correlated lepton-CP decays, described by flavour-CP transitions ofB ’s. Notation is as in Table 1

Decays (l−,KL) or (KS, l−) (l−,KS) or (KL, l−) (l+,KL) or (KS, l+) (l+,KS) or (KL, l+)
Transition (B1,B+A) or (B+A,B2) (B1,B−A) or (B−A,B2) (B2,B+A) or (B+A,B1) (B2,B−A) or (B−A,B1)

a 1− 2Reε
1+|ε|2 1− 2Reε

1+|ε|2 1+ 2Reε
1+|ε|2 1+ 2Reε

1+|ε|2
b 2Reε

1+|ε|2
2Reε
1+|ε|2 − 2Reε

1+|ε|2 − 2Reε
1+|ε|2

c − 1−|ε|2
1+|ε|2

1−|ε|2
1+|ε|2 − 1−|ε|2

1+|ε|2
1−|ε|2
1+|ε|2

d 2 Imε
1+|ε|2

(
1− 2Reε

1+|ε|2
) − 2 Imε

1+|ε|2
(
1− 2Reε

1+|ε|2
) − 2 Imε

1+|ε|2
(
1+ 2Reε

1+|ε|2
) 2 Imε

1+|ε|2
(
1+ 2Reε

1+|ε|2
)
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The first two columns of Table 1 are conjugat
under CP and also under T. The corresponding K
asymmetry [21] becomes�t-independent and dete
mined by Reε

1+|ε|2 . This is a genuine CP (and T
violating observable, which needs both the violat
of the symmetry and the absorptive part�Γ �= 0. The
equality of the third and fourth columns of Table 1 is
consequence of CPT invariance, assumed in this
ter.

In Table 2, the two correlated decays inside e
column are connected by CPT and have equal in
sities as a consequence of CPT-invariance. The c
parison of the first and third columns allows to bu
a CP-odd asymmetry. An alternative CP-odd asym
try can be obtained from the comparison between
second and fourth columns. In the limit of�Γ = 0,
they are equivalent and correspond to the well-kno
measurement of sin(2β) in the Standard Model:

(21)

I (l−,KS,�t)− I (l+,KS,�t)
I (l−,KS,�t)+ I (l+,KS,�t)

∣∣∣∣
�Γ=0

= sin(2β)sin(�m�t),
where Eq. (15) has been used. Due to CPT invaria
these connections are also T-odd. Id est, whe
(l−,KS) and (l+,KS) are connected by CP, th
(l−,KS) and(KL, l+) channels in the same colum
are connected by T.

The comparison of the first and second colum
(or between the third and fourth ones) allows
define a�t-asymmetry, consisting in the exchan
in the order of appearance of the decay produ
X and Y : as a consequence, the coefficientsc and
d change sign, whereasa and b remain the same
In the exact limit�Γ = 0, �t and T operations
although connecting different processes, are fo
[11] to become equivalent, i.e., the second and th
columns of Table 2 become equal in this limit. T
first and fourth columns (or the second and th
ones) are connected by the CP�t-operation. They
should also be equal by CPT-invariance if�Γ = 0.
The presence of�Γ �= 0 will induce a CP�t-odd
asymmetry which is linear in�Γ , i.e., a fake CPT-
odd asymmetry induced by absorptive parts. Explic
[22] one has
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Table 3
Correlated CP–CP decays. The notation is as in Table 1

Decays (KL,KL) (KS,KS) (KL,KS) (KS,KL)

Transition (B−A,B+A) (B+A,B−A) (B−A,B−A) (B+A,B+A)

a
4|ε|2

(1+|ε|2)2
4|ε|2

(1+|ε|2)2 2 1+|ε|4
(1+|ε|2)2 2 1+|ε|4

(1+|ε|2)2

b − 4|ε|2
(1+|ε|2)2 − 4|ε|2

(1+|ε|2)2 4 |ε|2
(1+|ε|2)2 4 |ε|2

(1+|ε|2)2

c 0 0 21−|ε|2
1+|ε|2 −21−|ε|2

1+|ε|2
d 0 0 +8 Reε Imε

(1+|ε|2)2 −8 Reε Imε
(1+|ε|2)2
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I (KS, l
+,�t)− I (l−,KS,�t)

I (KS, l+,�t)+ I (l−,KS,�t)
= �Γ

1+ sin(2β)sin(�m�t)

(22)

×
{
�t

2
cos(2β)+ 4x sin2

(
�m�t

2

)

+ 2x sin(2β)sin(�m�t)

}
,

where Eqs. (15) and (16) have been used.
The three terms of Eq. (22) contain different�t-

dependence, so that a good time resolution wo
allow the determination of the parameters. Notice t
the asymmetry is linear in�Γ . In addition, cos(2β)—
a quantity of high interest to remove the two-fo
ambiguity in the measurement ofβ—is accompanied
by�Γ . We conclude that the comparison between
(KS, l

+) and (l−,KS) channels is a good method
obtain information on�Γ , due to the absence of an
non-vanishing difference when�Γ = 0.

For the case of CP–CP decays the coefficient
Eq. (19) read as given in Table 3.

The transitions of the first two columns are co
nected by T and, as these channels consist of
eigenstates, by CPT-operations. Hence, the equali
both columns for all�t . Any deviation of this equality
would be thus a signal of CPT-invariance violation.

The decays of the last two columns of Table 3
connected by�t and CP�t-operations. The corre
sponding asymmetry

I (KS,KL,�t)− I (KL,KS,�t)
I (KS,KL,�t)+ I (KL,KS,�t)

= �Γ

1
2(1+ cos2(2β))+ 1

2 sin2(2β)cos(�m�t)
(23)×
{

cos(2β)
�t

2
+ 2x sin(2β)sin(�m�t)

}

is linear in �Γ . As before, cos(2β) shows up to-
gether with�Γ . This makes impossible to measu
the sign of one factor without having an independ
knowledge of the sign of the other one. The indiv
ual intensities shown in Table 3 have additional
pendencies in cos(2β) as shown in the denominato
of Eq. (23): thea coefficient ofI (KS,KL,�t) goes
as(1/2)[1+ cos2(2β)], which once more is unable t
see the sign of cos(2β). The Standard Model expect
tion cos(2β) > 0 [23] leads, through Eq. (16), to aBL
state with preferred CP-parity equal to CP-.

The correlated channel associated to the first
second, column corresponds to a CP-forbidden t
sition for all�t . The decays to(KL,KL) or (KS,KS)
are associated with transitions ofB-states with op-
posite CP. Their intensities are thus proportiona
sin2(2β). The ratio to the dilepton intensity is

I (KS,KS,�t)

I (l+, l+,�t)

= |AJ/ψKS |4
|Al+|4

4|ε|2
(1+ |ε|2)2

(
1− 4 Reε

1+ |ε|2
)

(24)≈ |AJ/ψKS |4
|Al+|4 sin2(2β),

where in the last step Eq. (15) and the approxima
Reε ≈ 0 have been used. Notice that there is no t
dependence in this ratio. This is not a surprise beca
the transition amplitude between any two orthogo
states, likeB+A → B−A or B2 → B1, has always the
same time dependence,e−iµL�t–e−iµH�t .

We may also see in Tables 1 and 3 how, indep
dent of the details of the correlatedB meson state evo
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CA,
lution, the EPR correlation imposed by Bose statis
prevails from theΥ decay up to the two final decay
In effect, we see that for�t = 0 it is impossible to
have the same decay at both sides, independent o
CP-properties.

To conclude, we have completed the analysis
correlated neutralB-meson decays into flavour an
CP eigenstates in terms of singleB-meson transi-
tions in the time interval�t between both decays
This is made possible by a combination of flavo
and CP-tags. In turn, the action of the discrete sy
metries CP, T and CPT is thus simply describ
in terms of initial and finalB-states. A variety of
new observables have been proposed to show
consistency of the entire picture. As an examp
the correlated CP-forbidden(J/ψKS,J/ψKS) and
(J/ψKL,J/ψKL) decays have to have equal inte
sities by CPT-invariance. As apparent from their C
forbidden character, each of them is proportiona
sin2(2β), with the same�t dependence as the(l+, l+)
correlated decay.

These genuine symmetries are also combined
the�t operation of exchange of the two final sta
of the correlated decay. Although�t-exchange and
T-reversal lead to different processes, they have
have equal intensities in the limit�Γ = 0. We then
suggest the comparison of processes connecte
CP�t-operation in order to extract linear terms in�Γ ,
as explicitly seen in Eqs. (22) and (23). In theBd -
system, these CP�t-asymmetries are expected to
small. One could envisage the use of these observa
to determine�Γs for the Bs -system, with expecte
larger width-difference, by means of theB-factories
operating atΥ (5S).
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